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This article is about content exclusively available on Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Nintendo Switch and Epic Games. The Tek Force field can provide an energy shield that protects the area from damage. This is part of the Tek Tier construction set. Activation |Edit Source Tek force fields can be placed without the need for foundation. It works
underwater and can also be picked up. An element is required to run. When activating, the startup start time is 5 minutes before. The size of the force field can be adjusted by the player via the radial menu. The minimum possible size is a foundation with a diameter of about 4, and the maximum diameter is about 25 foundations. The size
of the barrier affects the amount of elements used while active. The minimum radius consumes 1 element per hour, and the maximum radius consumes 10 elements per hour. The Effects [Edit | Edit Source] force field prevents wild dinosaurs and non-tribal/non-owner players from passing through the barrier as if it were a solid wall, and
tribes/owners and allies can easily pass through it. Aggressive dinosaurs try to attack through the force field, but they do not damage the Force Field or any player/dinosaur inside. This allows players/dinosaurs in the Force Field to freely hit dinosaurs large enough to drive parts of their bodies into force fields such as Rex and
Brontosaurus. It also functions as a safety bubble within the radiation zone (such as a melt elemental region map of the yield or an unknown map of Varguero) and does not cause radiation disease in people who are not immune. Force fields cannot be damaged by regular rifles, melee weapons or most creatures (wild or tame). It can only
be damaged by: the dome begins to flash if the magmasaurus is significantly damaged spitting out the attack. When destroyed, not only will the structure itself disappear, but elements that remain inside will also be destroyed. Note The Edit | Edit Source force field can be unlocked by defeating Alpha Manticoa, Alpha Rockwell, Beta
Dragon, AlphaMoeder, and Beta Crystal Wyvern Queen. When you change the radius while active, the force field dynamically zooms in or out. Note that aggressive creatures that try to reach you can glitch through barriers while their size increases. Two force fields can't be in close proximity. Even if it is full size and available as close as
possible, there is still a large enough gap between the two shields to fit the Titanosaurs. Friendly dinosaurs with parts of their bodies protruding from the shield are considered completely inside the shield to avoid damage from external sources. When you use the colored paintbrush selected in the Force Field Generator, the color of the
barrier changes to each color. Even if you cheat using console commandsIf you ghost yourself into the force field (via ghost command), you will be forced out of the dome. Rain does not penetrate domed fields, and all crops in the field (including plant species) die over time unless attached to another form of irrigation (i.e., pipes connected
to the body of water or reservoirs placed outside the field where rainwater can be successfully collected), scorched-earth thunderstorms will be shielded and remain inactive until the storm is over. When you press the tech force field with the paint area and the color area [Edit | Edit Source] dyed paint brush, the energy barrier is color-
coded while activating. Tek Forcefield is not currently paintable, but this object may be remaped to include paint areas in a future update. For more information on paint areas and how to use them, see the sorting pictures, paint brushes, and spray painters page. Gallery [Edit | Edit Source] Tech Force field is a hit with a green-dyed
paintbrush. Quetzals, one of the best Dinos. Kezzar can easily tame with mates, all you need is a flying Dino that can pick up people or have a multi-seat saddle. Load with proper trunk arrows, drugs and food and set off across the map to find one. Low levels are great for beginners because they can function as brilliant carriers to their
high base weight statistics. However, a higher level is a way of pumping health and proximity damage, along with the high statistics that are mainly used as battle quetzals and receive from being tame. It is said that it can tank base defenses such as PSX and auto turrets and easily kill dangerous Dinos. Maybe either of them won't tickle
your fancy, then, hey, make a party quetzal! If you can get Quetzal, consider them because they are great! Used on 0,000 servers with 000,000 members! Add to server! Change description: Change server settings (tame, consume, fuel consumption rate, or prefix) Usage: !change [tame, consume, prefix, fuel] [some number or prefix]
Example: ! change prefix, Change the bot prefix, Clone Description: How to use a creature to calculate the cost and time of a clone: !clone [creature] {level example: !clone 225 clone level 225: see how to make a specific item Usage: !craft [item] {amount} Example: !craft refining training 15 craft 15 Refining forgery forgery (quantity can
come before and after item name) Dossier Description: How to check the dossier of the selected creature: !dossier [ Creature] Example: !Description: See how long your generator will be used at the end: !egen [gas volume] Example: !egen 25 Electric generator force field description shows how long 25 gas lasts: see the last time your
techforce field lasts: !forcefield [element] [amount] {element shard amount} [radius] example : If you want to use only two numbers that indicate how long the force field lasts in 22 elements with a radius of 10 for !forcefield 22 16 10 radius and 16 shards, use the second number. Radius Help description: List all commands or information
about a specific command Usage: !help {command name} Example: !help Lists all commands!help tame Command List information about industry forge description: See How long it takes to sniff out the amount. Metals with available amounts of blacksmithing Applications: !if forge [metal quantity] [blacksmith quantity] Example: !forge 1500
2 See how long it takes to smelt 1500 metals in industrial blacksmiths and how much gas it takes. Description of required information: Get details of the basic information of the selected creature Usage: !info [creature] Example: !info dodo Dodo Provides you basic information about the Dodo kibble description: See what kind of kibble the
creature likes and how to use it! kibble [creature] Example: !kibble rex See which kibble you prefer and how to make it a description of refining forge: see how long it takes to smell the amount of metal with the available amount of usage. : ! Blacksmith [Metal Quantity] [Blacksmith Quantity] Example: !forge 500 25 25 See how long it takes
to smelt 500 metals in blacksmithing and how much fuel is required Please increase the description: See how long it takes to grow a creature from an egg. : See how to saddle the selected creature: ! Saddle [Creature] Example: ! Saddle Triceratops See how to create a shared description: Get a link to add Arkbuddy to another discord
server Example: !share: !share Arkbuddy top.gg Show link to page: Get help taming dinosaurs: !Tame Tegenosaurus 125 5 2 Tame Level 125 Terridinoosaurus data, set the tame rate to 5, and set the consumption rate to 2 to show creature levels before and after the creature's name. If no tame rate or consumption rate is specified, the
default is server setting, or 1. Tame Roulette Description: Get random creatures to tame usage: !tameroullete or !tr Example: See the last time the !tr Tek generator uses: !tekgen [Element amount] {Element shard amount} [radius] Example: !tek 32 6 6 6 tek Generator shows the time it lasts with 32 elements and 6 shardsUse the second
number as a description of the radius tip: usage to get tips for a particular creature:!tips [creature] example:!tips ankylosaurus dodex wyvern milk description get the top 4 tips of ankylosaurus: see how long you need to feed your baby Wyvern Usage:!Milk[ Wyvern's current hunger level] Example: Milk 320 tells you when you need to feed
your baby Wyvern again at 320 hunger points from ARK: Survival Evolution Wiki This article is about Tapejara Tech Saddle, so as not to be confused with Tapejara Sadr. You can help by expanding the Survival Evolution Wiki. Tapehara Tech Saddle is used for riding tapejara after you tame it. This is an upgraded version of the Tapejara
Saddle. Like the primitive Tapejara saddle, tech saddles also have three seats. One shot with a laser gun consumes 4% of the equipped elements, which means you can shoot 25 times with one element. Edit | Source Edit In addition to providing more armor than a regular saddle, pressing the proximity key (the default Ctrl) while riding the
Tek saddle on the tapered jara activates the laser helmet. But such features do not exist in the arc: survival evolution mobile, and saddles are instead used as better armor for tapejara. Engram [Edit | Edit Source] Engrams are easily unlocked by killing dragons of difficulty. Notes [Edit | Source Edit] • Before 278, blasts from lasers could
treat torpedoes to Titanosaurs. The saddle saddle applied to tapejara in the Gallery [Edit | Edit Source] Devkit can be painted with a red A Tapejara wearing a tech saddle saddle here
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